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Abstract

In early 2020 Northern Italy had to reorganize its whole public health system, in an extremely
short amount of time to prevent collapse. A home health care service for mild COVID-19
patients (COD-19) was activated to relieve the pressure on hospital wards, while simultaneously
improving the level of service to these patients. The COD-19 service is designed to rely on
a dedicated software platform, which serves for both operational support during emergencies
and for strategic and tactical planning. We report our actions to provide institutional decision
makers with advanced planning and operational tools which integrate the COD-19 platform.
Three mathematical models allow for quantitative data analysis. They are designed to provide
support both in a proactive way during early pandemic stages, and in a reactive way during and
after emergency peaks. We also present experiments on real data from the COVID-19 pandemic
emergency in Northern Italy, which indicate our approach to be effective.

Keywords – Planning, Data Analysis, Emergency Management, COVID-19

1 Introduction

Since the early stages of coronavirus pandemic, Lombardy Region in agreement with the Italian
Ministry of Health activated response measures to manage the emergency and to limit the virus
diffusion. The need for treatment of COVID-19 patients, that required specialized material and
human resources, rapidly saturated public structures. In February 2020, to prevent collapse, the
whole regional health system had been reorganized. Simultaneously the whole region was isolated,
and strict confinement measures were imposed. Such dramatic decisions had to be taken in a time
window as short as one week.

Our work stems in the context of the project Centro Operativo Dimessi COVID-19 (COVID-19
Discharged Operations Center) whose acronym is COD-19, supported by the Lombardy Region.
It was developed and run as a response action in that emergency context and is currently in use.
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It concerns the design and adoption of a dedicated home health care service for mild COVID-19
patients. The overall aim of COD-19 is to relieve the pressure on hospital wards, improving at the
same time the level of service to mild patients.

To support health personnel in this ambitious objective, COD-19 relies on a dedicated information
system, whose duty is to monitor and manage each home care patient. It consists of a virtual platform
where all the data coming from a semi-automatic monitoring system is recorded and processed.
The platform is meant to have both an operational and a tactical role. First, to support health
personnel in its day-by-day duties, providing dedicated reports and alerts. Second, to act as a
decision support system for the regional government, embedding planning tools for optimized health
resource management.

The paper has two main targets: first, we report our actions to provide the institutional decision
maker with advanced planning and operational tools to integrate the COD-19 platform. They are
designed to operate at a logistics level, both in a proactive way during early pandemic stages, and in
a reactive way to support emergency conditions during and after peaks. We present our findings from
a methodological point of view, to foster the potential adoption of similar models in case preventing
or at least limiting the spread of diseases is critical for population. As second target, being our
approach quantitative, we report on our experiments on real data from the COVID-19 pandemic
emergency in Northern Italy.

2 Proposed Approach

In the context of COD-19 virtual platform, we envisage a decision support system consisting of three
main components:

• A Clustering and Policy Assignment (CPA) tool for managing lockdown restrictions. It is
used to produce partitions of a target region into zones, allowing for different actions to be
performed in different zones. Its aim is to help limiting or delaying the spread of the disease,
introducing at the same time as few restrictions as possible for the population. It considers
as input (1) topological data of a certain geographical area composed by several locations,
some of which are adjacent and therefore share a border (2) epidemiological data. Its core are
mathematical models that minimize a given measure of the epidemic spread by determining
simultaneously the two following types of decisions under budget constraints: (a) to close some
of the borders between adjacent locations (b) to assign intervention policies and restrictions
to the sub-areas emerging from the border closing decisions.

• A Medical Resource Management (MRM) tool, dealing with massive logistics mobility. In
fact, the treatment of COVID-19 patients requires specialized material and human resources,
often exceeding the available amount and hence requiring re-allocation of medical resources in
a limited time. Also, the MRM embeds mathematical models to support such re-allocation
among hospitals in a territory with two goals: first, to grant a minimum level of service for
patients, and second to keep re-organization costs as low as possible. The MRM takes as
input (1) the amount of resources and patients in each hospital of the region (2) a forecast
on the peak of COVID-19 patients that will require treatment. MRM models provide: (a)
the location of COVID-19 wards to open, (b) the plan to transfer resources and inpatients
among wards and hospitals, (c) the number of patients that will be discharged or for which
the hospitalization will be postponed and, finally (d) an estimate of the additional resources
that need to be found to achieve a target level of service (either purchased, manufactured or
borrowed from other territories).
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• A Disease Course Predictive (DCP) tool for predicting disease outcomes of each patient. The
DCP takes the form of a software platform which elaborates data from the monitoring system
in real-time, trains predictive models of the disease course from historical data and makes them
accessible through an interactive form. Specifically, the health personnel can insert personal
information, medical and personal data of a patient (e.g., age, sex, chronic diseases) obtaining
a prediction on his/her disease outcome, thereby helping to decide whether to hospitalize, treat
with home health care or simply discharge the patient.

Figure 1 reports a schematic view of our approach: x-axis represents intervention time (from early
illness stages to resolution of the emergency), y-axis represents decision levels (strategic, tactical,
operational). Each block represents an action performed by one of the components.

The CPA tool is meant to be initially used at a strategic level when the epidemic situation
is at its beginnings. It predicts time and intensity of peaks, to propose and compare restriction
scenarios. As a representative example, in the Figure 1 a red line represents the possible epidemic
outcome without any planning, while the blue line represents the predicted effect when restrictions
are imposed.

Still in early stages, each scenario which is considered through the clustering tool is analysed
from a tactical point of view, concerning dimensioning and resource allocation, by the MRM tool.
This provides insights on which arrangements between hospitals would be needed if the scenario
realizes. The MRM tool has a role also when the actual scenario is observed in practice. It provides
details on how to actually redistribute resources among hospitals by need.

Finally, during the epidemic peak, restrictions can be rearranged by means of the CPA tool,
which is allowed to work on actual data rather than perspective scenarios. At this stage, also the
operational support of the DCP is activated, to help health personnel in day-by-day cares to patients.

In the following we detail the inner structure of each tool, in terms of formal methods and system
design techniques employed.

2.1 Clustering and Policy Assignment: mathematical models

The CPA tool models the target geographical area as a graph whose vertices represent locations
and whose edges represent borders between adjacent locations — see Figure 2 (left). The locations
belong to a same administrative division level, e.g., they could all be provinces, or they could all
be municipalities, but the graph-theoretical model is valid independent of the actual level of the
locations. Each vertex of the graph carries information about its epidemic state at an initial instant
t = 0. In particular, it is assigned the number of susceptible S(0), infectious I(0) and recovered
R(0) individuals in the province it represents. The CPA tool aims to minimize a given measure
of the epidemic spread by simultaneously (a) closing borders between adjacent locations in the
geographical area, creating clusters and (b) assigning a set of containment policies to the locations
of each cluster. Thanks to the border closure decisions (a), the propagation of the disease among
distinct clusters is strongly limited. Decisions of type (b) are instead used to mitigate the disease
propagation within each cluster. Here, we assume that the available sets of policies have already
been determined by policymakers and only the assignment of one of the available policies to each
location must be decided.

CPA parameters. Besides S(0), I(0) and R(0) values, the CPA model is initialized by:

• an upper bound on the number of borders that can be closed; this is used to consider the fact
closing a border is a costly operation,
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the proposed approach

• a unitary cost for each containment policy; these models the societal and economic costs (per
involved person) entailed by containment;

• a policy budget, that is an upper bound on the sum of the containment cost over all locations.

Finally, the epidemic evolution is computed via the well-known Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered
(SIR) model. The rate of transition S → I (resp. I → R) is proportional to a parameter β (resp. γ),
which is assumed to be known. Note that β depends on the containment policy while γ does not.

CPA decisions and constraints. Decisions of type (a) are modelled as edge removals in the
graph. Decisions of type (b) are modelled as an assignment of colours to vertices. The number of
removed edges (resp. the total assignment cost) in a solution is imposed not to exceed the corre-
sponding upper bound. Moreover, two vertices in a same cluster must be assigned the same colour.
Finally, all clusters must contain a minimum of 2 locations.

CPA key performance indicators (KPI) and optimization approach. The best combi-
nation of decisions of types (a) and (b), respecting constraints, is determined so to minimize the
number of individuals transitioning from compartments S to I in each cluster. For a given cluster,
the estimate of such number only depends on the number of infectious individuals in that cluster
and on the β value of the policy assigned to that cluster. The resulting optimization problem is
modelled as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP), which allows the application of well-established
resolution algorithms.

2.2 Medical Resource Management: mathematical models

The MRM models contain entities representing hospitals, medical resources, and patients. Hospital
entities contain ward entities, which may be related to the real-world wards in a one-to-one, many-to-
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Figure 2: Graph modelling of provinces used in the CPA tool (left) and clustering-assignment
solution obtained via our optimization algorithm (right).

one or one-to many ways. A ward entity is characterized by its medical specialty, possibly encoding a
set of equivalent ones. Resource entities in the model can be both people and material, and abstract
from physical resources in a similar way. Each patient entity is identified by a required medical
specialty and by the severity of his/her condition. Models also assume external resource suppliers
to be available at a cost, potentially including also temporary support structures like field hospitals.

MRM decisions and constraints. A ward can change specialty, and each change requires a
setup time. A single specialty is assigned to a ward, chosen among all valid specialties. Inpatients
can change ward or hospital and can be discharged if it is feasible for the patient to postpone the
treatment or be treated at home. The transport of patients among hospitals is constrained by: (a)
the condition of the patient (b) the type of the destination ward, (c) the limited time needed for the
single transportation, and (d) the total time to complete all transportation.

Medical staff can be allocated to different hospitals, or to a ward that require different, yet
compatible, specialty.

The transportation of material resources among wards and hospitals and from suppliers to hos-
pitals is constrained by: (a) a limited amount of resources available from the source and that can
be taken by the receiver, (b) the limited time needed for the single transportation, and (c) a total
time to complete all transportation.

Finally, the arrangement of temporary field hospital is limited by a setup time.

MRM key performance indicators (KPI). The evaluation of the re-allocation plan resulting
from the MRM is composed by two elements. First, the level of service is evaluated by two KPIs
representing (a) the number of patients that are either discharged or delayed in treatment (b) the
number of inpatients that are moved among hospitals. Second, logistics effort is measured by two
KPIs, representing transportation costs and time. As in the CPA, the search for decisions optimizing
KPIs, while respecting feasibility constraints, is formulated as a MILP and solved by general purpose
tools.
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2.3 Disease Course Prediction: mathematical models

It has been developed a model that can be used to predict the COVID-19 disease progression
from the initial patient history and symptoms. Thus, allowing hospitals (physicians) to make better
decisions for the patient as well as the use of their resources. Data describing the patient history and
symptoms were analysed, alongside the patient’s disease course and outcome using three different
types of mathematical model. Linear models, artificial neural network (ANN) and convolutional
neural network models have been evaluated. The results have showed that ANNs are better in
adapting to the COD-19 type of data. Even if long training times are usually reported in the
literature for the ANN, they are still suitable to the COD-19 setting. Prediction times are instead
similar among linear models and ANNs, and therefore both are suitable for the real-time task of the
virtual platform.

3 Case study

To illustrate the functioning and effectiveness of our decision-support tool, we report results on data
drawn from the 2020 COVID-19 emergency in Northern Italy. They aggregate diverse sources.

First, we had access to rich data about 1772 COVID-19 patients monitored in a time range
spanning about six months (February 2020 – August 2020), Their level of disease was vary: mild ones
correspond to those treated by home health care services, more severe ones are hospital inpatients.
These data contain sensitive information, such as medical evaluations, and is therefore available only
to the partners of the COD-19 project.

Second, open data sources have been employed representing the timeline of COVID-19 pandemic
in Italy and the availability and usage of medical resources in the 38 Northern Italian provinces of
Lombardy [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

3.1 Clustering and Policy Assignment: design and results

To experiment with the CPA tool, we consider provinces as locations. The graph modelling the
corresponding geographical area is given in Figure 2. We consider three available sets of policies of
increasing level of restriction. They are indicated by green, yellow, and red colours.

The model parameters concerning the total population of the locations and the number of corre-
sponding infectious individuals are retrieved by the open-source repositories reported at the begin-
ning of this Section. Letting τ = 14 be the average number of days during which an individual stays
infectious, we set γ = 1/τ and β = R0/τ , where R0 is the basic reproductive number as reported in
the literature [10] adjusted according to the containment policy. We obtain β=0.25, 0.21, 0.14 for
the green, yellow and red clusters respectively. The upper bound on the removable edges is set to 18
(∼21.6% of the total edge number). The upper bound on the total assignment cost is set to ∼91%
of the maximum possible cost (obtained by multiplying the cost of the strictest policy by the total
susceptible population). The solution obtained after optimization is subsequently evaluated with a
SIR model adapted to our tool.

Optimization and simulation software are written in C++ using CPLEX 12.6.3 [11]as MILP solver.
The resolution of the optimization model leads to the solution depicted in Figure 2 (right). It has
five clusters, two of which are assigned the mildest policy and obtained by removing a total of 16
edges. The assessment of the solution quality is shown in Figure 3.

The result is displayed along with the expected infectious evolution in some baseline scenarios,
in which all borders are shut down (full lock-down) and all locations are assigned a same policy. For
the solution in Figure 2 (right) the corresponding SIR-based simulation plot yields the solid blue
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Figure 3: Solution quality assessment via SIR simulation. Only the evolution of the infectious people
is plotted for each scenario.

line, corresponding to the expected evolution of the overall infectious compartment, if the proposed
solution is implemented in practice. The dashed lines represent infectious people in the baseline
scenarios (e.g., red dashed line is full lockdown on all region). Our solution and the strictest-policy
scenario yield both a peak of infectious individuals of about 15% of the total population after about
three months since the epidemic start (we remind data is cumulative); the main difference is that ours
reaches the peak slightly before and faster, but allows to save about 9% of containment restrictions.

3.2 Medical Resource Management: design and results

Concerning the MRM module, we formulated the problem as a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) model, for which we have devised an ad-hoc heuristic exploiting MILP decomposition meth-
ods and column generation algorithms, which in turn drive a very large scale neighborhood search.
Full details on model, algorithms and experimental setup are found in the manuscript that this
paper accompanies [12].

We tested our algorithm on 86 hospitals of Lombardy, covering more than 10 million inhabitants.
The model is populated by data drawn from the open sources reported at the beginning of this
Section, to match Lombardy policies on essential health services.

We analyse the behaviour of several key performance indicators (KPI) that give insights on the
meaning of the solutions in terms of real-world policies.

Variation in hospital occupancy The first KPI we consider is the hospital occupancy defined
as the ratio between the number of patients of a certain type in a hospital and the total number of
available beds in the same hospital (denoted mbeds). Before optimization such KPI is expressed by

the formula
∑

w∈Wh

∑
p∈P q0p,w∑

w∈Wh
mbeds,w

for each hospital h ∈ H; after optimization the same KPI depends on

the values of the solution variables and is equal to
∑

w2∈Wh,p∈P (
∑

w1∈W µp,w1,w2
+
∑

h1∈H πp,h1,w2)∑
w2∈Wh

mbeds,w2
for
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every h ∈ H.
In Fig. 4 we report the variation (that is, the difference) between the latter and the former

formula. For the sake of readability, only hospitals where such a variation is at least 0.01 are
highlighted. We chose three indicative examples, analyzing the occupancy variation relative to
COVID-subICU patients and to non-COVID patients that cannot be discharged (denoted ‘non-
COVID-no-home’) in scenarios using real-world data. Positive variations are colored in black, while
negative ones are colored in red.1

In Fig. 4a we have the lightest scenario, with d̄ = 100km, ξ = 0.05 and light magnitude of infection
and we consider COVID-subICU patients. Since there are no such patients before optimizing, the
variation is always non-negative. A first interesting aspect is that the COVID-subICU patients are
concentrated in 11 out of 86 hospitals in the whole Lombardy region (6 such hospitals belong to
Milan metropolitan area, see Fig. 4a-right). Moreover, in all these hospitals there is at least the
39% of beds occupied by COVID-subICU patients. This suggests that the optimization tends to
aggregate all COVID patients in few hospitals, which in turn host mostly such patient type.

The same conclusions hold when considering heavier scenarios, as e.g., the one corresponding to
Fig. 4b where d̄ = 100km, ξ = 0.02 and with a heavy magnitude of infection. The only difference of
this figure with respect to Fig. 4a is that there are more hospitals hosting COVID-subICU patients
(29 out of 86 hospitals). This is simply due to the higher number of COVID-subICU patients in the
heavier scenario.

Finally we analyse the solution behaviour on the patient types that are already present in the
system before optimization and that cannot be discharged. As an example, we focus in Fig. 4c on
the “non-COVID-no-home” patients. We consider only the heavy scenario already considered in
Fig. 4b. For this patient type we see that the optimized solution reorganizes the patients among
hospitals in a nontrivial way, as highlighted by the presence of both negative and positive values (in
red and black, respectively). We first observe that the total KPI decrease (obtained by summing all
red values) amounts to 4.59% while the total KPI increase reaches 2.95%. Since the KPI considered
in this figures is not influenced by the resource purchase, we deduce that the non-COVID-no-home
patients are moved to larger hospitals. Only 39 out of 86 hospitals are involved in this reorganization.
As a consequence the values of KPI increase and decrease are generally high, with the maximum
decrease of the hospital occupancy of 59% and the maximum increase of 39%.

These variations also highlight that the model exploits the relocation of patients so to free wards,
which are converted for the treatment of incoming COVID patients. For example, in the shown
solution, 16 hospitals exhibit a KPI increase in Fig. 4b and a KPI decrease in Fig. 4c; moreover,
for 4 such hospitals the occupancy decrease relative to “non-COVID-no-home” patients precisely
coincides with the occupancy increase due to COVID-subICU patients.

Transported patients and resources We now consider the total number of transported patients
and the total number of transported resources among wards. They are respectively defined as

PT =
∑

p∈P,w2∈W\{v̄,v}

 ∑
w1∈W : w1 ̸=w2

µp,w1,w2 +
∑
h∈H

πp,h,w2


and

RT =
∑

r∈R,w1,w2∈W\E : w1 ̸=w2

ρr,w1,w2
.

Note that we do not consider discharged patients nor resources bought from the supplier.

1To help visualization we use upward and downward arrows for positive and negative variations, respectively.
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(a) d̄ = 100km, γ = 2, ξ = 0.05, ps,h real-data light, P =COVID-severe.

(b) d̄ = 100km, γ = 2, ξ = 0.02, ps,h real-data heavy, P =COVID-severe.

(c) d̄ = 100km, γ = 2, ξ = 0.02, ps,h real-data heavy, P =non-COVID-no-home.

Figure 4: Variations in hospital occupancy after optimization in scenario using real-data.
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Figure 5: fraction of trans-
ported patients (PT /P )

Figure 6: fraction of trans-
ported resources (RT /R)

A first KPI, considered in Fig. 5, is the ratio PT /P where P =
∑

p∈P (
∑

w∈W q0p,w +
∑

h∈H qp,h)
is the total number of patients, including both inpatients and incoming patients. Similarly in Fig. 6
we consider the KPI RT /R with R =

∑
r∈R,w∈W\E qr,w being the total number of resources initially

present in the system. Results are plotted as boxplots using the 57 instances that are feasible in at
least one scenario.

Both boxplots indicate that the solutions found by our algorithms move large quantities of
patients and resources among wards (in median respectively around 21% and 53%). These results
confirm what has been observed before when considering only the “non-COVID-no-home” patients,
that is, our algorithm is able to substantially reorganize the system.

We also see graphically that the quartiles are close to each other for both ratios. In fact, the
variance computed on all instances is of 0.0005 for the ratio PT /P and of 0.00076 for RT /R. Hence
the need for a nontrivial reorganization is present in all instances, independently of their type.

Parameter-dependent analysis As further analyses of the solutions, we take into consideration
the effects of changes of parameter values. First, we recall that the combinations of parameters
yielding the most difficult scenarios make some instances infeasible (see computational results of
these experiments, presented in [12]). In the following we focus only on scenarios yielding feasible
solutions.

On top of the KPIs PT /P and RT /P introduced previously, we introduce two further KPIs,
related to discharged patients. We recall that the model assigns the highest cost to the discharge of
patients, hence these KPIs let us understand the QoS resulting from our optimization. Let

PHC =
∑
p∈P

( ∑
w1∈W

(µp,w1,v̄) +
∑
h∈H

(πp,h,v̄)

)

be the number of patients assigned to homecare treatment, and

PH =
∑
p∈P

( ∑
w1∈W

(µp,w1,v) +
∑
h∈H

(πp,h,v)

)
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be the number of patients discharged without any type of treatment. We take into consideration
the share of total patients thus assigned, PHC/P and PH/P , respectively.

After preliminary analyses, we found out that there is no particular property depending on
scenario parameters, except for ξ and the magnitude of qp,h, which we detail in the following.

All scenarios with ξ = 0 (i.e., without the availability of additional resources from suppliers) lead
to infeasibility. Given that resources availability and need are computed using realistic data, this
outcome highlights that health resources in Lombardy were not sufficient to face COVID-19 spread
of spring 2020, not even by optimizing their relocation. Our tool allows decision-makers to verify
how many additional resources are needed to treat all patients complying with a minimum level of
service (i.e., to achieve a feasible solution).

A first observation is that already for ξ = 0.02 most of instances become feasible. This suggests
that our approach is able to distribute in an efficient way also small amounts of additional resources
among the hospitals. Nevertheless, the allocation of additional resources alone is not sufficient to
guarantee the feasibility: for both ξ = 0.02 and ξ = 0.05 a dominant component of the system
reorganization is the discharge of patients at home or homecare. This is seen in the boxplots of
Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, respectively reporting the fractions PHC/P and PH/P of patients assigned to
homecare treatment or discharged at home. For each figure there are two boxplots corresponding
to ξ = 0.02 and ξ = 0.05. The first quartile of the boxplots in Fig. 7a ranges between 4% and 6%
while the first quartile of the boxplots in Fig. 7b ranges between 23% and 26%. Therefore the total
number of discharged patients is of roughly 30% in the lightest scenarios.

As a direct consequence, since in the heaviest scenarios (e.g., qp,h “baseline” or “heavy”) the
number of incoming patients increases of roughly 25% and that no additional resources remain
available for the homecare, the number of patients discharged without any treatment increases
proportionally. This is reflected in the higher variance of the boxplots of Figure 7b with respect to
those of Figure 7a.

Finally, in the boxplots of Fig. 7c we represent the fraction PT /P of patients transported between
hospital wards. We see that there are no substantial changes between the two cases ξ = 0.02 and
ξ = 0.05.

Comparing the three boxplot pairs of Fig. 7 we derive the following conclusions:

• in the restricted scenario ξ = 0.02 the algorithm is able to potentiate hospital wards so to
make most of instances feasible;

• when more additional resources are available (ξ = 0.05) the solutions tend to assign more
patients to homecare treatment, improving the QoS;

• the availability of less or more additional resources does not influence the number of patients
transported among hospitals: we attribute this behaviour to the capability of our model to
reorganize resources among wards.

3.3 Disease Course Prediction: design, integration and results

Our research resulted in the development of a web platform. It contains a software implementation
of DCP machine learning models, using the Python programming language and the scikit-learn
package, as well as a dashboard with advanced reporting tools. It further serves as a connector for
the CPA and MGM modules. Relevant information is presented to the final user by means of either
numerical KPIs or charts. Figure 8 contains an example screenshot. In this latter example, the
following data is displayed:
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(a) PHC/P (b) PH/P (c) PT /P

Figure 7: Effect of resource supply (parameter ξ)

• KPIs: number of patients recovered (647), severe hospitalizations (44), total hospitalizations
(1172), swabs performed (4269), re-hospitalized patients (22).

• Charts: distribution of age groups, cases by area, infections by sex, diseases related to positives,
grouping of hospitalization by days, distribution of age between residents in Lombardy and
hospitalized patients.

The user can easily spot an important correlation between hospitalized COVID-19 patients and
the presence of specific diseases such as heart disease or respiratory disorders.

The data of a single patient can be visualized in the page “Patient List” by clicking on the
“details” button. The button allows to visualize the following information: previous pathologies,
number of tampons, symptoms, therapies, hospitalization history, monitoring report, measurement
report during monitoring.

The predictive model DCP is activated by the tab “Risk Prediction”. It requires to the user to
enter only a patient ID and provides predictions on the associated risk level and known correlations
between patient data and disease outcome. The requested data are collected in the appropriate
form, the sorting takes place by groups: patient info, previous pathologies, medical history, smoker,
therapies taken. An example of input data, it could be a 42-year-old man, 175cm tall and weighing
100kg, with previous pathologies such as obesity and other heart disease, the information from a
specific medical screening, the DCP model suggests hospitalization.

4 Conclusions

From a methodological point of view, we found machine learning, mathematical optimization models
and software engineering to nicely fit one another in building effective decision support tools.

Our case study reveals our approach to be viable and promising also in real world contexts.
Indeed, by allowing to efficiently share relevant data, our tools may help both health operators
in day-by-day operations during emergency peaks, and institutional decision makers in proactively
evaluate tactical plans in early stages of outbreaks.
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Figure 8: Disease Course Prediction - Dashboard
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